
 

Start your morning with some coffee and a very special bridge lesson from NABC champion and ABTA master 

teacher, Kevin Wilson. Kevin has a style and specific goals when it comes to entering an auction after the 
opponents have opened the bidding.  He will teach you his strategy-based method of choosing bids to help you get 
the most out of your bridge game.  You will get access to four classes over consecutive weeks via Zoom and 

BBO and will get a short write-up of examples afterwards. Video replays of the lessons will be available for you 

to review for one year after each lesson. 
 

Wednesday November 17th from 9:00 AM EST- 9:55 AM EST (GMT -5.0) 
Wilson’s Way to Overcalls – Discuss why we overcall and the strength differences between a 1-level 
overcall and a 2-level overcall.  You will learn Wilson’s Way, which is a cohesive system and strategy 
behind all of your defensive bidding. 
 
Wednesday November 24th from 9:00 AM EST- 9:55 AM EST (GMT -5.0)  
Responding to Partner’s Overcall – Explore which bids are forcing and non-forcing by the overcaller’s 
partner (the advancer).  A cuebid of the opener’s suit will be defined and learn how to handle strong 
hands.   
 
Wednesday December 1st from 9:00 AM EST – 9:55 AM EST (GMT -5.0) 
Takeout Doubles – Analyze rules for takeout doubles and why we choose to double.  The difference in 
strategy between an overcall and a takeout double will be highlighted.  This class also covers how to 
handle strong hands when the opponents have opened the bidding. 
 
Wednesday December 8th from 9:00AM EST- 9:55 AM EST (GMT -5.0) 
Responding to Partner’s Takeout Double – Learn the three strength ranges the advancer might hold and 

how to show the difference in strength when partner has made a takeout double.  The use of a cuebid by the 

advancer will also be examined. 

 

One payment of $35 will get you access to all four lessons 

You will receive a confirmation email and instructions for day of the event access.  I will need your name, email address, 

and BBO name to ensure your access to these special events.  If you miss a lesson, a Zoom recording will be available. 

 

There are four ways to pay: 

Venmo - @Kevin-Wilson-498     

Zelle- yourbridgepro@gmail.com 

Paypal- go to kevinbwilson.com and choose the Wilson’s Way to Bidding class from the store. Just click on 
the lessons icon below and add to class to your cart. Paypal account not needed. Credit cards accepted. 

 

US Mail:  Kevin Wilson  6420 Mont Richer Ave. Knoxville TN  37918  

 

You can email Kevin anytime at yourbridgepro@gmail.com if you have any bridge related questions.  Please 

send accounting and sign-up questions to bridgewithkevin@gmail.com.  Request to join my email list and 

receive updates with schedules and opportunities to learn this great game. 
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